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INTRODUCTION

Thank you for purchasing our Superfly Drums virtual 
instrument.

The drum kit we sampled is Richard’s lovingly restored 
1973 Ludwig kit. We sampled the kit in Richard’s 
recording studio in South Bermondsey, London, using 
a collection of vintage mics and tube based preamps to 
aid our goal of having a very warm natural sound. We 
took the decision to keep the recordings unprocessed 
with just a touch of EQ to bring out more character 
in the mics, to enable us to have a very raw sounding, 
unpolished yet wonderfully characterful acoustic kit.

In terms of the electronic elements, our first idea was 
simply to create a sub sound that we could dial in 
underneath the kick. However, we loved it so much that 
we decided to create an entire electronic kit that you 
can dial in to the instrument. To create these sounds 
we used a mixture of analog and soft synths, yet always 
looking to retain a very analogue character to the 
sounds. These were shaped and tuned to complement 
the acoustic kit we sampled.

The key features of the kit are this hybrid nature 
between the vintage acoustic kit and more modern 
electronic sounds, with the ability to crossfade between 
each, opening up a whole new world of creativity 
inspiring vibes. We’ve laid the kit out in a slightly 
different way to standard mappings to give more 

prominence to intricate hi-hat playability rather than 
several keys assigned to each tom, with some unusual 
samples also included, such as sampled hi-hat chokes 
and velocity sensitive reverse cymbals. We have, 
however, also included alternate versions of the kit with 
standard mappings should these be required. Lastly, 
rather than round robin everything, we wanted to 
keep this virtual instrument CPU light by only round 
robining the elements of the kit that are most used in 
quick succession (hi-hats, ride, etc).

The central idea we had was to create a virtual 
instrument with the warmth and character of a late 60s 
/ early 70s pop and funk drum sound, but also with the 
modern hybrid nature of including electronic elements 
to add another dimension to the sound. Our other key 
requirement was for a more user friendly layout of the 
drum samples on the keyboard to aid playability.

We hope you enjoy using this virtual drum kit as much 
as we enjoyed making it. Do send us / tag us in any 
tunes you create using Superfly Drums, we love hearing 
them in action!

Team Unorthodox
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KEY FEATURES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

INSTALLATION

• Two Kits: 1973 Ludwig acoustic drum kit & analogue inspired electronic kit 
• Crossfade between kits
• Volume and Pan controls for each kit element
• Double Hi-Hat Keyboard Triggers for intricate playability
• Efficient Round Robin Functionality

• 150 MB disk space required
• Requires the full version of Kontakt (5.6.6 or higher)

Once downloaded, move the downloaded sample library folder (maintaining the internal folder structure) to where 
you keep your sample libraries.

To load an instrument into Kontakt in standalone mode - Open the sample library folder and go to the instruments 
folder contained inside. Double click on any .nki file to load that particular instrument. Kontakt will then open 
automatically and load your chosen instrument.

To load an instrument into Kontakt as a plug-in - Open Kontakt as a plug-in within your DAW. Go to the “Files” 
menu on the left in Kontakt. Locate the sample library folder within that menu structure. Go to the instruments 
folder contained inside the sample library folder and then double-click or drag your chosen instrument (.nki file) 
into the main Kontakt window.

https://www.native-instruments.com/en/products/komplete/samplers/kontakt-6/
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GETTING STARTED

Main View & Concepts

This is the view when opening the main library 
instrument (Superfly Drums.nki) and is shared across 
the other three alternative instruments. The idea 
behind the drums is that straight out of the box you 
have a balanced, but unprocessed vintage acoustic kit 
sound; the sort of sound you would hear in the control 
room during a tracking session on 70s funk records. 
Then you can morph this into something entirely 

different using the other controls on the interface, to 
bring in different aspects of the electronic kit built into 
Superfly Drums.

Before we look at this hybrid aspect of Superfly Drums, 
there are a few funky ideas we have had in terms of 
the layout of the kit across the keyboard and included 
samples (see diagram below for the main kit layout).
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GETTING STARTED

Velocity Sensitive Reverse Cymbals

Included on F2, are some reverse cymbal samples. 
These are velocity sensitive, so the softer you press the 
key the longer the reverse, the harder the shorter.

Efficient Round Robin Functionality

We decided not to include round robins for every item 
of the kit, but just focus on the items that are often 
hit in quick succession, thereby making the virtual 
instrument more efficient in terms of CPU usage. We 
have included round robins on, amongst others, the 
closed and pedal hi-hats and the ride hits (straight 
and bell), as these are real rhythmic focal points of 
drumming that are the most exposed in terms of being 
a virtual instrument through lack of sample variety.

Double Hi-Hat Triggers

One of our key ideas with the layout is having the 
closed hi-hat not only on F#1 as is common with most 
general midi mapped drum kit virtual instruments, but 
to also have closed hi-hat samples on F1 to allow for 
easy 16th notes and more intricate hi-hat patterns for 
the keyboard drummer.

Sampled Hi-Hat Chokes

As well as the usual open hi-hat samples being cut off 
by the pedal or closed hi-hat samples, simulating the 
choked sound that you get on a real drum kit, we have 
included some samples of recorded hi-hat chokes on 
E1. On the electronic kit, we have a effect mapped to 
this key instead of a choke sample.
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GETTING STARTED

Volume Controls & Crossfade Slider

One of the central features of Superfly Drums is being 
able to dial in supporting electronic elements to the 
raw acoustic kit on the fly. To manage this, we have two 
sets of volume controls for each element of the drum 
kit and a crossfade slider moving between the acoustic 
and electronic setups. The long faders control the levels 
of the different elements of the acoustic kit and the 
knobs beneath (with the lightning bolt on the them) 
control the levels of the corresponding elements of 
the electronic kit. Then you can crossfade between the 
acoustic and electronic kit mixes using the crossfade 
slider.

If you want a fully acoustic kit (as is the default setting 
for Superfly Drums), then the slider should be fully to 

the left. If you want a fully electronic kit, then it should 
be fully to the right. Anywhere else along the slider will 
dial in more or less of each kit, although as it comes 
after the mixing process of the two separate kits, it will 
maintain the acoustic kit balance and electronic kit 
balance that you have set up on the faders and knobs; 
just crossfades between the two mixes.

TOP TIP - if you’re looking for a warm, rich acoustic 
kit sound, but with some added electronic support, 
the best place to start is to set the crossfade slider to 
the middle and turn the electronic knobs fully anti-
clockwise. Then slowly turn each knob clockwise to 
dial in the desired amount of each electronic element.

Pan Controls

Access to the Pan controls is via the Pan button situated 
beneath the crossfade slider on the user interface. 
Where there is more than one pan control for the 
element displayed on the interface, we have included 
abbreviations to identify which is which. Below is 
the Pan view and also a table showing what each 
abbreviation represents.

The instrument’s default setting is for the drums to be 
panned from the drummer’s perspective.
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Multi-Out Instrument 

As well as the main Superfy Drums instrument 
(Superfly Drums.nki), we have included a multi-output 
version (Superfly Drums (multi).nki), which is located 
in the subfolder in the Instruments folder entitled 
Multi Output Version. Within the subfolder is the 
Kontakt instrument and also a preset for the output 
section of Kontakt, which is matched to the multi 
instrument. The multi instrument works on the basis of 
sending each of the five drum kit elements on the main 
user interface to the following stereo outputs:

PLEASE NOTE - It is important to set the output 
section of Kontakt to handle a multi-output instrument 
BEFORE loading the actual instrument (.nki file). 

Below and on the next page we set out two different 
methods on how to set the output section, firstly using 
our preset and secondly building the output section 
yourself.

ADVANCED CONCEPTS

   Kick         Outputs 1 & 2

   Snare         Outputs 3 & 4

   Toms         Outputs 5 & 6

   Hi-Hats        Outputs 7 & 8

   Cymbals        Outputs 9 & 10

Output Section Preset

We have included a preset for the output section in a 
subfolder within the Multi Output Version folder. To 
use this preset, you must first copy and paste the preset 
file into the folder where Kontakt keeps the saved 
output section presets.

On Mac, this is located here:

Macintosh HD / Users / username / Library / 
Application Support / Native Instruments / Kontakt 5 / 
default / Output Section Presets

On Windows, this is located here:

C:/ User / Your User Folder / AppData / Local / Native 
Instruments / Kontakt 5 / default / Output Section 
Presets

Once you have copied and pasted the preset into the 
above location, follow these steps:

1. Open Kontakt (if opening as a plug-in in your DAW, 
open as a Multi-Output (16 x Stereo) instrument, as 
each of the drum elements outputs are stereo channels)
2. Within Kontakt, go to the workspace management 
icon in the top row (third from the left) and ensure 
that the Output Section is selected. This will open the 
Output Section at the bottom of the Kontakt window.
3. Click on the drop down box entitled “Presets / Batch 
Configuration” and select our preset at the bottom, 
called Superfly Drums.
4. Open the multi instrument (Superfly Drums (multi).
nki) and it will automatically route to the related 
outputs detailed in the table above.
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Setting the Output Section yourself

Here is a step-by-step guide to formatting the output 
section yourself to use our multi-output version 
instrument.

1. Open Kontakt (if opening as a plug-in in your DAW, 
open as a Multi-Output instrument - (16 x Stereo), as 
each of the drum elements outputs are stereo channels)
2. Within Kontakt, go to the workspace management 
icon in the top row (third from the left) and ensure 
that the Output Section is selected. This will show the 
Output Section at the bottom of the Kontakt window.
3. Click the + icon in the Output Section and the 
following dialogue box appears:

4. What we want to do is delete what is already there 
and then add our own setup. 
a. Firstly, drag Quantity up to the number 5 as we have 
5 output groups for the drums. 
b. Secondly, go to “Soundcard / Host output” and 
select Analog 1 or St. 1 (depending on whether you’re 
in standalone mode or as a plug-in in your DAW), 
ensuring the box underneath entitled “Ascending 
output assignment” is selected.
c. Ensure the box “Delete existing channels before 
creating new ones” is selected, so that the current 
output settings are wiped and replaced with our new 
settings

d. Press OK. Kontakt will then change to having 5 
stereo outputs at the bottom, as per this screenshot

5. To avoid confusion, we would recommend that 
you rename each channel with the relevant element, 
following the assignment detailed in the table above to 
ensure when you open the multi instrument it routes to 
the correct outputs.

6. Finally, open the multi instrument (Superfly Drums 
(multi).nki) and it will automatically route each 
element to the related outputs.

As this is quite a technical part of the instrument setup, 
there is a step by step video on the Superfly Drums 
product page on our website, where Mike takes us 
through using our Output Section Preset and also 
setting up your own output section.

ADVANCED CONCEPTS
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General Midi (GM) Mapped Alternative Instruments

Alongside the main instrument (and multi) we have 
included a set of general midi mapped instruments 
(stereo and multi output), in the similarly titled 
subfolder. It is worth noting that some of the sounds 
are not included in the GM instruments, specifically 
any reverse cymbals or choked hi-hat samples (or their 
electronic equivalents), as we have stuck directly to the 
GM mapping convention and so these do not have 

corresponding midi notes. However, we thought that 
having a GM mapped set of instruments would be 
useful for drummers / producers using electronic drum 
kits or other hardware to capture midi performances, 
rather than just the keyboard.

Follow the multi-output steps above, for using the GM 
multi output instrument.

ADVANCED CONCEPTS
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SUPPORT

EULA

If you have any questions at all, feel free to drop us an email at info@unorthodoxaudio.com. We will do our best to 
get back to you within 24 hours (excluding weekends).

Please visit our website for the terms of our End User Licence Agreement. It is contained within the section entitled 
Legal Stuff.

mailto:info%40unorthodoxaudio.com?subject=


Wonderfully peculiar virtual instruments, built in Great Britain


